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Abstract

The Ocean Wave Energy Research project is intended to explore alternative energy extraction in an open ocean

environment by converting kinetic energy of waves into electrical energy. The design and analysis of a wave

power buoy was a collective effort completed by a team of six Mechanical Engineering Seniors. The purpose was

to design a fully functional power generating buoy, to be deployed in an open ocean environment at the UNH

Atlantic Marine Aquiculture Center.

With increasing energy demands, renewable energy sources are becoming more appealing, both economically and

environmentally. It is estimated that the useful world-wide resource for wave energy is greater than 2 terawatts.

Additionally, long term wave behavior is relatively predictable and consistent compared to wind and solar energy.

Half the energy of a wave can be converted to useful energy, resulting in a theoretical peak efficiency of 50%.

Current wave energy converters operate at approximately 15% theoretical peak efficiency at best. Since the field is

not as well invested in as other technologies, it is likely this efficiency can be increased with further research and

testing.
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Introduction

With global energy demand usage across the world increasing and fossil fuels proving to be detrimental to the

environment, the need to find suitable alternative energies has become a major technical challenge. Renewable

energy sources such as wind, solar, tidal, and wave energy, each have excellent applications, all help to diversify

the resources used for energy. Because of the predictability and potentially high capture efficiency, wave energy

is an attractive choice for the exploration of alternative energy. Wave energy contains 1000 times more energy by

area [I]. Wave energy, compared to wind, maybe useful on offshore platforms and coastal communities by

installing wave farms  similar to wind farms!. Capturing but a fraction of the two terawatts of useful power in the

ocean can considerably supplement the power use of the world in an efficient manner [2].

Using waves as a source of alternative energy, although not a new idea, is still in its early stages of development.

Only a few locations exist where waves are presently being harnessed for energy. However, the west coast of

Europe, South America, the North Pacific Seaboard, South Africa, Australia, and all locations close to the poles

are suitable locations for wave power conversion buoys- due to large amplitude waves [3]. Cost per kilowatt is on

par with that of wind, and less than that of solar energy. Data also clearly shows that wave energy is more

predictable than that of wind [4]. In addition the size constraints found in wind turbines are not nearly as limiting

for wave buoys, due to the dampening nature of the buoy design. Theoretically a system can draw 50% of the

energy out of the wave, but practically, the best a system can perform is a maximum of approximately 25% of the

energy carried in the wave. Current systems have 15% efficiency, so there is certainly room for improvement on

design and implementation [5].

The overall goal of this project was to design, build, and launch a point absorber wave energy converter  WEC!

buoy. The full scope of this project was too ambitious for a group of six mechanical engineers to tackle in an eight

month time frame. With minimal time and resources, a 1:4.6 scale model of the buoy was designed, built, and

tested. A full scale prototype has been designed and a majority of the parts have been ordered and assembly has

begun. The system and power estimations have been modeled. The task of completing and testing the prototype is

left to next year's team.

In the following report, site data is presented, and analyzed. Next an overview of the design alternatives

considered is given. Experimental testing and documentation is then presented. This will be followed by

conclusions and future work of the project is given at the end.
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Background

Location

One of the long-term goals of this project is the deployment of the wave energy converter  WEC! at the UNH

Open Ocean Aquaculture Site. The site is located approximately 10 kilometers off the coast of Portsmouth, New

Hampshire and 1.8 kilometers south of the Isles of Shoals. The site consists of a mooring grid hosting aquiculture

equipment. The site also allows for testing of the majority of buoys that are launched by the UNH Ocean

Engineering.

The test site is remote enough in the ocean so that it does not allow interference with the general public as well as

commercial fishing, yet the location is close enough for the buoy system to be monitored. Wave height data for

spring 2007  March to May! is shown in Figure 1.

Wave Statistics - Spring 200?
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Ocean Wave Theory

At the open ocean aquaculture site, water depth is 52 meters and average wave period is approximately seven

seconds. Using wave dispersion analysis, the wave length of the system was evaluated based on the relationships

below, assuming intermediate to deep water depth, where wave height and length are defined by h and L

respectively:

� = 0.68
27'

k=�
L

Where h=52 meters and L=76.5 meters.

The average wave length was found to be 76.5 meters.

The maximum particle velocities and accelerations in the vertical and horizontal direction were determined from:

n:=~gktanb kb!

H a cosh[k h + zl] 2H a [ sinh [k  h + z!]
2 [ sinh k h!

2
H a sinh[k  h + zl]

a
2 sinh k hl

H a sinh[k  h + zl]

Where g is the gravitational constant, H is 1.0 meters; z is the water depth parameters, u and w are the particle

velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions with a�and a being particle accelerations.

Intermediate water depth conditions result in the particle velocities and accelerations that oscillate in an elliptical

motion. The horizontal particle displacement is greater. The velocities and accelerations of these particles decay

exponentially with depth. When going to a depth of half the length of the wave, or

z = � I./2, the particle velocity of the wave has been reduced by the amount of e". [6] Particle velocity can be

considered negligible only within one meter off the sea bed.

10
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Wave Data Analysis

The wave data shown in Figure 1, provided to the

Wave Energy group by Jim Irish, Ocean

Engineering Professor, was analyzed to find

average heights at the Open Ocean Aquaculture

site. Using MATLAB, a Rayleigh Distribution

Function was fit to wave data as shown in Figure

2. The graph shows that the majority, of wave

heights are encountered at approximately 1.0

meters. Spectrum analysis of the wave data was

done to evaluate of the random sea state at the

Open Ocean Aquaculture site. A Fast Fourier

Transform of the data was performed to find the

dominant frequencies at which the significant

wave heights occur. The Spectrum analysis of the wave

data is shown in Figure 3.
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Design

Several aspects played a crucial role in the design decision. Since one of the goals of the project is to deploy the

finished product at the UNH Atlantic Marine Aquaculture Center, the importance of survivability and durability

of the WEC in the harsh ocean environment was critical. It was also agreed to continue the work performed by

last year's team. They designed a two buoy point absorber shown in Figure 4, where the long slender buoy is

called a spar, and the donut-like buoy is called a follower. Our goal was to build a larger scale buoy and to further

improve their design in order to enhance the survivability and the efficiency of the system.

External Design Choices

Even though we considered some current external designs, we agreed to

continue the last year's design and chose a two buoy system point

absorber. In addition, we were given a full scale buoy by the Ocean

Engineering Department, shown in Figure 5.

The larger the relative displacement between two buoys as it is subject

to wave excitation the higher the efficiency of the system. One of the

flaws of the last year's design was that the relative displacement

between the two buoys was very small �0% of the wave displacement!.

By adding a drag plate  also referred to as dampening plate!, a large

circular plate positioned several meters below the spar rigidly attached

to it  refer to final design section for details!, we were able to minimize

the vertical motion of the spar.

12
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Internal Design

Unlike the external design, the internal design of the system was completely changed from the last year's model.

The testing performed last year yielded only 1.88% peak efficiency. Most commercial WEC applications do not

exceed 15-20% efficiency [5]. Last year's team used a rack and pinion in conjunction with a gear train to convert

the vertical motion of the follower to drive a DC motor to generate electrical power. Their internal design proved

to be inefficient. One cause of its inefficiencies is the high secondary losses associated with using multiple gears.

Moreover, the pinion reversed its direction at the top and bottom of each wave, overcoming static friction in the

system, which also lowered the efficiency.

Table 1 shows the decision matrix used to select the power take off system for our wave energy converter. Three

different systems were considered: mechanical, fluid, and electro-magnetic. Each system was judged on the

following aspects: component complexity  complexities of the internal assembly and the amount of moving parts!,

survivability, the cost of building and maintenance, the amount of secondary losses, and feasibility of designing

and manufacturing of the system in less than one academic year.

The weight scale used for the decision matrix was decided upon by the group in an effort to equalize each aspect

being considered. For the most part each aspect was assigned a 10-15% weight. Thirty percent was assigned to

building which  refers to the cost of the components required to build the system! because it was important that

we did not undertake a project that we would not be able to complete. Additionally, maintenance was weighted

with 5% because our initial intention was to create a working prototype for short term testing only, meaning that

the buoy would not be placed in the ocean for extended periods of time and, while it was deployed, there would

be people constantly monitoring its performance. To provide a better understanding of the other areas of the

design considered a brief description of each will now be provided:

o Component Complexity: How easy it would be to work with internal components.  i.e.

rneChanica: gears, shafts, bearings; fluid: pistons, valves, hose;, electro-magnetic: magnetic

coils, electromagnetic fields, etc.!

o Survivability: How well the design would be able to withstand the harsh ocean environment

o Secondary Losses: Losses that would jeopardize overall power output such as friction or pressure

di ops

o Knowledge: Background knowledge of the underlying principles of the design choice

o Manufacturing: The ability for the team to construct/build the design.

13
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Since we originally estimated the cost of the project to be around $9,000 and we were awarded only $4400, the

cost consideration was of considerable significance.

The previous year's mechanical system scored high on the building cost and feasibility. The idea was that the

pinion would stay fixed while the rack moves up and down with the follower. The round pinion gear allows for

the gear train to optimize motor rotation. As mentioned, the major downfall to this type of system the need for the

pinion to stop and reverse direction at the top of each wave crest. The parts required to build a rack and pinion set

up are not typically expensive, and our team of six mechanical engineering students would most likely be more

proficient in designing a mechanical than a fluid or an electro-mechanical power conversion system. Mechanical

systems, however, scored low at survivability, the amount of secondary losses, and the component complexity as

it would require many moving and rotating parts within the spar.

The fluid system would require a working fluid, such as hydraulic oil, to circulate within a system driven by

upward and downward motions of the follower by the use of a hydraulic piston. As the wave forced the follower

upward, the piston would fill with fluid and as the follower dropped after the wave had passed the fluid would be

forced out of the piston. The fluid would pass through a turbine or a pump coupled with DC motor to generate

power. This system scored high in most of the categories. Most of the components required to a fluid system, such

as a hydraulic pump, a cylinder, accumulator tanks and hoses could be purchased at a relatively low cost and

easily assembled.

The electromagnetic power take off system works on the principle of a core moving through a magnetic field

created by coils. This motion would induce a voltage which could be captured and stored. This is arguably the

most direct way of converting the mechanical energy of the waves into electrical energy with minimum losses.

This system, if properly sealed, can have great survivability and would require minimum maintenance. However,

it would take an interdisciplinary team to properly design such a sophisticated power take off system, and as

mechanical engineering students we did not have confidence or resources to attempt such a feat. Also this system

would be expensive to build. Lastly, we were concerned that the spar would not be able to support the weight

 since coils would have to be made of metal!.

14
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The fluid power take off system obtained the highest overall score. The next section of the report will provide a

detailed summary of the final design, and its advantages and disadvantages.

10
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Final Design

bkkkk I $XXXXXX

External

The external design of the buoy consists of three major parts: the spar  long

slender cylindrical component!, the follower  donut-like shaped component!,

and the dampening plate  hexagon shaped component located at the bottom!,

shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

With the help of the dampening plate, the spar has been engineered to be

neutrally buoyant. This will allow it to remain relatively stationary while the

follower moves up and down.

The spar will house the power generation system and act as a protective

barrier from the corrosive salt water. The length of the spar is 10 feet with a

diameter of 18" with a wall thickness of 1.5". The spar material is a high

density polyethylene. The advantages of using this material include its

resistivity to corrosion, its ability to withstand cold weather conditions and its ability to weld fittings and other

components on the ends of the pipe section. The ends of the spar pipe will be capped with a butt cap which will be

plastic-welded to the lower end and a flange plastic-welded to the top end. The flange will allow the access to the

internal components and the removal of the power generation components if necessary. The butt cap will provide

a water tight seal for the submerged end of the buoy.

The follower buoy is made of closed cell foam, which is commonly used for research buoys. The follower is

about 6.5 feet in diameter, 2.5 feet tall, and has a 24 inch central hole which will allow for motion up and down

around the spar. The follower buoy is designed for an approximate buoyancy of 3000 lbs. Using 2"x2"xl/4" angle

stock a steel cage will be fabricated to couple the follower and the spar. The cage will measure 4 feet in height

and is approximately 30 inches square and can be seen resting atop the follower in Figure 6 and Figure 7. In

addition to coupling the spar and the follower, the cage will have 4 casters attached to it. These casters are

intended to assist the follower in smoothly traveling up and down around the spar. There will be another 30 inch

metal square, similar to the base of the steel frame on the top side of the follower mounted on the bottom side of

the follower. The square on the bottom side will also have 4 additional caster attached to further refine the motion

between the two buoys.

16
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The drag plate framed out of 1.5 inch angle iron is

welded together into two pentagons, which will then

be bolted together for ease of transportation and

setup. A sandwich laminate will then be through

bolted on the top and bottom to ensure rigidity of

the plate, as it is motioned through the water. From

wave data analysis it was determined that particle

velocity can be considered negligible only within

one meter off the sea bed. Therefore, it would not

be feasible to place a drag plate at a level where

there is no particle velocity. The vertical component

of the particle velocity and acceleration will be

opposite to the relative motion of the follower. This

provides an opposing force due to damping, which

reduces the coupling force. The drag plate has to be

modeled so that it dampens the effect of the particle

motion on the spar buoy. Observation of the vertical

acceleration data showed that the optimal placement

for our buoy's drag plate is approximately 10

meters below water surface.

17
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Power Generation

The power system utilizes a hydraulic train to convert the relative displacement from a

periodic linear input to a relatively steady rotational output. This is accomplished through

the use of a hydraulic ram, check valves, a hydraulic motor, and accumulator tanks. As the

wave rises, a 1-meter ram stroke forces hydraulic fluid through a check valve and into the

high pressure accumulator. This high pressure fluid drives a hydraulic motor which is

directly coupled to a DC generator. After exiting the motor, the now low pressure fluid

enters a low pressure accumulator. As the wave falls the fluid is drawn out of the LP

accumulator through a second check valve and into the ram.

Accumulator Sizing

With a periodic input, the accumulator system acts to reduce spiking pressure and steady

the output flow compared to the same system without accumulators. Output flow and

pressure is controllable by the sizing of the accumulator. When sized properly, the system

will build up to a maximum pressure and flow rate, around which the system pressure and

flow will oscillate. This exemplifies the smoother output of an accumulator system, which

in turn will serve to reduce stresses on the external system

considerably.
Eii&Cts Qf BB AGCY' HVlatQf  SNILAB'.iQA!

A model was built to assist in choosing a final design to

match the output pressure with the preferred motor operating

pressure. The section Siniulation and Experiniental Testing-

Accutnulator describes this model. Figure 9 shows the model

with and without an accumulator subjected to a constant

periodic input. Based on a 1-gallon per stroke displacement

and 6 seconds period, it was determined that an accumulator

gas volume of 2 gallons would produce a response similar to

that of Figure 9 with a higher pressure.

18
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Motor and Generator Sizing

System pressures are set by the hydraulic motor and DC generator. By considering the

flow and input force to be constant, an ideal power output can be determined. Fluid

power is determined by the flow rate through and pressure drop across the motor. The

DC generator was sized from this power output. The hydraulic motor was sized on an

optimum operating speed of 1800 RPM. The hydraulic motor selected was a 1.2 cu

in/rev gear motor, and the generator '/~ HP DC motor, rated at 1800 RPM.

Based on preliminary calculations, using an input of l-meter, a coupling force of 400

lb, and a period of 6 seconds, the system should be capable of roughly a 300 Watt

output. The values used for this theoretical estimate are considered to be normal site

conditions. Using the Darcy-Weisbach equation, viscous losses for the system were

determined to be approximately 4 psi. Minor losses due to the two check valves and

other fittings were not determined. A bench test for the hydraulic power train  Figure

10! is pending and will provide valuable information about system output and

efficiency.

19
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Simulation Testing - FEA Mooring Analysis

In order to investigate the dynamic coupling between spar and a loosely moored drag plate, a computer simulation

was developed. This simulation was useful to qualitatively evaluate the effectiveness of a loosely moored drag

plate.

AquaFE can be used to simulate buoy systems subjected to open ocean. In order to reduce the motion of a buoy,

submerged drag plates are sometimes used. As AquaFE does not natively support such an element, different

methods were used to model such a plate using truss members. Mooring line and anchor forces were calculated

for different simulations. As expected anchor force is minimized when buoy and drag plate buoyancies oppose

each other closely.

20
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Background

Spar
Wave energy converters  WECs! take mechanical energy from ocean waves

and convert this energy to some more readily usable form. The particular

WEC to be analyzed, shown in Figure 10, is a two buoy point-absorption type. Follower

A highly buoyant follower buoy rides along the outside of a neutral spar buoy.

The difference in the motion of the two buoys will drive a piston.

A drag plate provides additional dampening effect on the spar buoy, as well

as an increase the mass of the system, contributing to higher inertia to resist

motion.

Purpose
Drag plate

The spar buoy must be designed to resist following the motion of the wave to

provide a meaningful difference in motion compared to the follower buoy.

The upward force on the anchor must not exceed its weight, and the chain

To observe the dynamic response, finite element modeling/analysis software, particularly MARC and AquaFE,

will be used. The mooring line, buoy and plate will be modeled and anchored to a seabed and subjected to wave

motion. As AquaFE is incapable of drag plate elements, different modeling techniques for approximating a drag

plate will be compared.

21

connecting the anchor to the plate should be loose. Lastly, the mooring line must not break. The purpose of this

analysis is to achieve a significantly damped system response and to measure tensile forces in the mooring line for

line and anchor selection.
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Implementation

For the purpose of this analysis, the follower buoy and how it couples with the spar were ignored. Coupled

interactions are currently too complex to be properly simulated in AquaFE. As such, the focus will be on the

system as seen from the anchoring point to a single buoyant spar buoy.

The mooring line from the anchor to the drag plate will be

modeled as a heavy chain. The line from the plate to the

buoy will be modeled as a typical mooring rope. In MARC,

these are simply modeled as several truss elements with

different material properties. The anchor is represented by

a 0 displacement boundary condition on the bottommost

node.

Some parameters, such as wave frequency, length and

amplitude were considered known based on gathered data

from the UNH open ocean aquaculture farm site. In

AquaFE, these values were entered into configuration files.

Parameters such as the mooring line and drag plate were

set as constants so that variables for modeling the dynamic

response could be compared. As project work progressed

and a preferred modeling method was established,

different plate designs and weights were compared. The

AquaFE model that was analyzed is depicted in Figure 12.

22
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Validation

As the dynamic response of several components

subjected to waves is difficult to model by hand

calculations, a much simpler static buoyancy model was

compared to the computer simulation. For validation, the

buoyancy force of a simple cylindrical spar buoy was

simulated in motionless ocean conditions.

Consider a fully-submerged cylindrical spar buoy

attached to a neutrally buoyant rope, attached to the

seabed as in Figure 13  note: the topmost element is the

buoy!. The tension force seen by the rope is then

Force = volumebuoy  pwater pbuoy! gravity.

Once calculated by hand, this can be compared to a

similarly modeled AquaFE simulation. The parameters

used and results comparing the hand calculation and the

AquaFE simulation are shown in Table 2.

Hand Calculation: 5*10': 0.1963: 300, 1025: 27.92 1395.6
4.39 4.35

AqunFE. :5*10 '; 0.1963 300, :unknown. :26.72 1336.2

Comparison of the simulation and theoretical results suggested that the algorithm used by AquaFE is conservative;

this may be a result of other factors accounted for by the program, but should not affect a static case. The

unknown value used by AquaFE for the water density could also cause a discrepancy. The high rope stress is a

result of small rope cross section. The two results differed by 4.4%, which although large, is seen as acceptable.
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Analysis

The general mesh setup is shown in Figure 12. All members are truss elements. The boundary conditions are zero

displacements  x, y, z! at the bottom of the chain section. The sea level is at the top of the rope element section.

The prescribed parameters are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Two separate buoy sizes and plate designs were

analyzed. Only one of these cases is presented here as it most closely approximates our final design.

'j::.:::.::::.:::.:: DotI$''tty.'.:.::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::."::::::::::::::::::::::.":.": ." 'Etetnent: Stllttn'otgd'd.:
l~tII::,:3::,:::,:::,:::.:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::::,::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,:,::::::,:::,:,::::::::,:,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::,:::::::::::,:SnII'ynItcji [l4!

Buoy 2630 725 3.25 2516
Rope 0.491 1025' ,3.25 0
Plate 50.0 , '2850 complex -2284 ltotall

: Chain 0.491 2850 3.25 -2.86

4. :99.5. :8.0: 52: 1025

Ocean currents and multiple wave sources were not modeled in this preliminary

analysis, although they are present at the deployment site.

Two different models were made to describe the damping plate, and the preferred

model used is shown in Figure 14. Each dark line represents a truss element with a

finite volume and mass. The light grey lines represent stiffener elements, with

zero volume and mass, needed to complete the truss assemblage. The model

connects to the mooring line through its nexus. The overall diameter for the

damping plate model is 2.33 m, roughly the size of the proposed final design.
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Results

The Aqua FE simulation ran for 60 seconds on this trial. Two primary measurements were taken: displacements

and forces as a function of time. The measurements for displacements were taken at the bottom of the buoy

element and at the center of the plate assemblage. The measurements for forces were taken in the rope element

above the plate and in the chain element above the anchor.

Displacements

When confronted with the worst case scenario from the

wave data analyzed, as shown Figure 15, the displacement Vcwp4vemev@ - Model l.8

of the buoy and plate were 0.8 m; this was when confronted

with a worst-case-scenario 8 m wave front. From the
Ci

displacement of the buoy it is apparent that the buoy was

being fully submerged at the crest of the wave. ~ gY.
aoxcN<

It should be noted that the upward climb is visibly slower

Forces

The maximum observable rope forces in all simulations did

not exceed 6000N. Depending on plate size and buoy

buoyancy, anchor forces varied but remained lower than the

buoy-plate forces. In the trial for the chosen design, the

mooring forces were seen to be negligible. The mass of the

chain caused the line to remain slack at all times. The

steady-state forces in the final design were considerably lower

Forces. Vvdd ~.5

than the other model tests. The maximum force is considered the most important to predict line failure.
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than the downward fall. This particular result is concluded

to be due to the drag plate: a mooring rope can only help the plate resist velocity in the upward direction whereas

the large mass would resist acceleration in both directions. Both the principles of inertia and drag forces

contributed to reduced overall motion. The transient response is a simulation artifact as a result of starting the

system's elements starting higher than the system's stable buoyancy location. The system artificially fell at the

beginning of the simulation and did not represent an intended initial loading.
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Conclusions

The damping plate model is not validated for diameter and horizontal drag. The effects of vertical drag, the

primary interest of this analysis, are presumed to be representative of some similarly sized damping plate.

An issue using this meshing technique to model a plate is that there is no continuous boundary layer versus a

horizontal current. Also, the total horizontal cross section is much greater than that of a continuous drag plate due

to the segmented nature of the mesh. However, no horizontal current was used in this simulation and the only

contribution to horizontal flow was from wave oscillations. These effects are minimal and are of no large interest

for the purpose of this analysis.

Frequent upward tugs are considered undesirable in a mooring system, and anchor/deployment cost rapidly

increases with anchor size, therefore minimizing anchor forces will minimize the size of the mooring system and

therefore its associated cost. The test shown in Figure 16 is exemplary of the preferred dynamic anchor loading,

where only small, centering tugs on the anchor are present.

Maximum rope forces showed similar results for all simulations. The actual rope selected is many orders of

magnitude stronger than is necessary as described by the simulation. These results provide confidence that the

system will not fail within a factor of safety. Another consideration is that in the final design, the buoy and

damping plate are rigidly attached. The effect of this should result in increased damping on the fall of the buoy,

and while producing some compressive forces, would alleviate tension between the spar and damper.

The least accurately modeled part was likely the drag plate. AquaFE uses slender truss theory when dealing with

drag forces on the drag plate elements. The affect of these trusses is not necessarily the same as a wide,

continuous surface. The actual drag force then is probably inaccurate. Upon completion of the prototype, a

weight-corrected drag plate should also be modeled as the mass of the actual drag plate will likely not be the same

and could significantly affect results. Ocean currents may also be included for added accuracy.
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Simulation and Experimental Testing - Accumulator

In order to design an efficient drive system for a hydraulic

power conversion system for the wave energy converter, a

model simulation was developed. A physical model was

built in order to determine the simulation's accuracy. A

model of the proposed hydraulic system was created using

MatLab  Figure 32!. The physical model was a small PVC

system. Overall, the numerical model agreed well with the

physical model. However, there appears to be some

discrepancy in magnitude at higher pressures; this is attributed

to leakage of the pump seals due to the higher operating

pressures.

Hydraulic systems are a robust and relatively efficient

means of converting and storing energy. Several factors

contribute to the performance of a hydraulic drive

system. The flow of a fluid through a restriction is not

linearly related to pressure, the analysis of fluid

systems cannot be modeled by conventional linear

methods. With the addition of damping due to an

accumulator and semi sinusoidal periodic inputs, the

response of a hydraulic system can become quite non-

linear.

34~i

e lQ
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The input to this system will be the periodic displacement of a piston/cylinder pump, due to the relative

displacement of a two buoy system in Figure 6. This will translate into a fluid flow rate that can be approximated

by the absolute value of a sine wave. With no damping in the system, pressure and flow will spike and drop

significantly. This fluctuation will put unnecessary strain on the system and produce an inconsistent output. These

fluctuations can be avoided with the addition of an accumulator.

The numerical model response in Figure 19 is validated by a physical model trial as shown in Figure 18. The

computer model supplied the information required for sizing the final design accumulators to operate at their

preferred frequency based on the hydraulic motor preferred operating pressure.
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Experimental Testing � Free Release Test

Optical Positioning and Evaluation  OPIE! System

The buoy design being tested has been scaled to I:4.6 so it can be tested in the wave tank. Through use of the

OPIE system, a system response of each buoy component was found through testing of the unit step displacement

from its equilibrium position. The OPIE system records a video feed of the buoy response and enables this

footage to be analyzed through a point tracking portion of the program. Each point is located and fixed to a

relative scale allowing for accurate position versus time data to be recorded. The buoy system being tested

neglects the effects of the internal system because it was not relative to the individual component analysis.

The OPIE system uses a low definition camera to capture the images of buoy motion. System input tolerances that

need to be set are, frames shot per second, total frames shot, and the aperture of the shot. Once those tolerances

are set, the system films the test. Through the use of a scalar dot, measuring two inches in diameter, OPIE

measures the amount of pixels horizontally and vertically. These measurements provide parameters for defining

the vertical displacement of the dot s! being tracked. The first version of OPIE uses the area of the dots placed on

the object in motion, this creates data that is quickly obtained, but with noise in the plots. OPIE 2, a system

upgrade developed by James Wright, Ocean Engineering Graduate Student and advisor to the Ocean Wave

Energy Team, uses a finite point to track the motion of the buoy system, create a much clear, more accurate

graphical representation of the motion captured by the OPIE system. It also allows for the selection of relevant

range of data providing a plot which can be analyzed more accurately.
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Test and Data Analysis

Free release test is typically accomplished by either lifting or submerging a floating object and releasing it. The

oscillations as a function of time are recorded until the object comes to equilibrium. Free release tests, allowed us

to obtain virtual masses and damping coefficients for both spar and follower. These two parameters were used for

the Simulink model presented in the next section. This test was performed using the I:4.6 scale model.

The second order response gained from this test using OPIE 2 system, provided smooth plots of position  heave!

versus time as shown in Figure 20. The data has been post-processed using MatLab to eliminate the noise and

unwanted frequencies.

�2/10! Spar Buoy Free Release Drops Test Ravv OPIE Position Data
10

CD
C 1

5CD!
CD

0
0 1 2 8 q 104 5

Time  seconds!

Detrended OPIE Position Data

CDD92
CD

0Cll'
CD

4 5
Time  seconds!

FFT Analysis of Heave Response

N
CD
E
CD

10
Frequency,  Hz!

Ten tests were conducted for the spar buoy providing three clean plots after filtering the data. The accuracy of the

data depended upon how well a free release test was conducted. All free release tests were performed by manually

lifting a buoy and releasing it, so even small misalignment could cause significant disturbances; thus skewing the
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data. Drop test ¹6 appeared to be the smoothest response with minimum disturbances and unwanted frequencies,

therefore has been selected for further analysis. The oscillations shown in Figure 20 represent the oscillations of

the buoy when raised and released. The Fast Fourier Transform  FFT! analysis clearly identifies one dominant

frequency of oscillation which occurs at about 0.45 Hz.

Similarly free release test has been performed on the follower buoy. The follower buoy is a drastically over-

damped system due to the viscous damping and low mass. When displacement forces act on the structure, the

buoy reaches steady state very quickly, not allowing the OPIE system to provide accurate data analysis. Multiple

testing scenarios of positive  lifting! and negative  compression! step displacement forces were used to induce a

response from the follower buoy. The results obtained, although not ideal, were expected. Due to the rapid

response and the low amplitude oscillations, OPIE could not differentiate the heave of the buoy to the pitching

motion seen in the random state seen after the displacement input was put into the system.

The data from the follower buoy did not provide clean data as seen from the spar testing, but sorting through the

numerous tests performed on the follower buoy, the free release test ¹16 was validated for further data analysis.

The post-processed step response of the follower buoy for free release test ¹16 is shown in Figure 21 below.
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�2y10! Follower Buoy Free Release Drop16 Test Raw OPIE Position Data
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The FFT analysis shows two dominant frequencies of response, which suggests that the experiment may not have

yielded an accurate result. It was extremely difficult  if not impossible! to obtain a good data for the follower due

to the reasons described above. However, as expected, the step response of the follower yielded almost no

oscillations proving that it has a highly over damped response.

Both responses for the spar and the follower were analyzed to obtain two parameters for each buoy in order to

simulate their dynamic response when subjected to simple harmonic waves. The two parameters are the damping

coefficient and the virtual mass for each buoy.

In order to accelerate an object immersed in a fluid, not only must the body be accelerated, but also the mass of

the amount of fluid that is close to or ahead of the body. This is the virtual mass of the system; it is the sum of the

dry mass of the object, and the added mass of the fluid, attached to the body by viscous effects.
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Both damping coefficients and the virtual masses of both the spar and the buoy were determined from the "best

cases" of the experimental data that was presented and summarized in Table 5 below  refer to Appendix for

calculations!.

The results are reasonable. Since the spar has a small surface area in contact with water opposing its vertical

motion, the added mass is minimal in comparing to the dry mass of the spar. Therefore, almost of all the virtual

mass of the spar is its actual dry mass. The lighter follower has a large surface area in contact with the water, so

the added mass comprises nearly 80% of its virtual mass. The damping coefficients are reasonable for the data

analyzed. A large oscillation was observed for the spar, and almost no oscillations were observed for the follower;

therefore, the damping coefficient for the spar must be much smaller than the one for the follower.

Parameter Scaling

These parameters will be used in the Simulink Model, and if the geometry of a bigger/smaller spar and follower

matches the geometry of the spar and the follower tested, proper techniques  such as matching a Froude number!

can be used to scale these parameters.
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Small Scale Prototype � Simulation 5, Dynamic Response Model

Shrill mvtu~
]mr'el

o'z . v

Where

 Weight of the buoy!W = p+g+A+D

P = p*g*A* D+x � y*e * !  Pressure force!

Q = b* x � y*e '*'!  Damping force due to water viscosity!

I = m *  x � y' * e ~*D!  Inertial force due to water added mass effect!

The vertical motion of the buoy obtained from Newton's Second Law of mechanics as follows:

W � p*g*A* D+x � y*e * ! � b* x � y*e * ! � m * x � y'*e * ! =m*x  I!
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As the project is scaled up in size it is crucial to predict the dynamic behavior of the larger buoy. For that reason a
MatLab Simulink model was developed. Figure 22 below shows a free body diagram of a cylindrical buoy when
it is subject to excitation by simple harmonic waves.
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The model assumes that the damping plate is rigidly attached to the spar and, therefore, the damping coefficient

of the spar was summed up directly with the damping coefficient of the damping plate. This damping acts on the

spar as it moves up and down a wave. This also causes the spar to remain oscillating about the still water level.

Testing

To verify the dynamic Simulink model, several wave tank tests were performed using a 1:4.6 scale model. This

model allowed us to apply various design changes without having to dedicate expenses and time to test a full scale

prototype. The model testing was performed in the Chase Ocean Engineering wave pool. The wave pool allows

for the generation of controlled waves by choosing a period and height. These parameters were chosen through

scaling of the actual wave data. The wave height was selected at 10cm with a range of periods from 1.2 seconds to

1.5 seconds. This range was selected to show the variation of dynamic response of the buoy where the spar would

normally resonate at 1.3 seconds. The range was also limited so the width of the follower didn't exceed a quarter

wavelength. The first series of tests were completed using the first uncoupled variation of the model. This

uncoupled test allowed for the focus of the tests to be solely on the external components interaction with the wave
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input, while having minimal coupling interaction. The second series of tests were performed using the coupled

buoy model. This provided feedback on the actual dynamic response of the coupled buoy system.

Uncoupled Testing

The Coupled Wave Test [T=t 3s!The Coupled Wave Test  T=l 2s!
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The results from this test are shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25 which suggested that the spar and damping plate

system were over-damped. The uncoupled wave tests for periods equal to 1.4 seconds and 1.5 seconds produced

similar plots  refer to Appendix!.

Although the motion of the spar was significantly damped out by the effect of the damping plate, the spar still

slightly moved up and down. This might have been caused by the slight interaction between the spar and the

follower. Even though they were not coupled directly they did interact through the guide wheels. Also the
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The uncoupled tests were devoted to the dynamic response of the buoy components. The numerical models of the

spar, follower, and damping plates had provided promising results, however, the tests showed the actual dynamic

output. The first uncoupled test was performed with the damping plate at one meter below water surface. The

plate size was selected to provide an over-damped response, even when coupled. Wave input was varied over the

range of periods �.2, 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 seconds!. In this test it was expected that by operating the buoy at the

spar's resonance frequency the spar would have the smoothest response. It was also expected that at this

resonance frequency the spar would see the greatest amplitude of displacement. Due to the follower's large virtual

mass the expectation was that it would provide a response, similar to the wave input.
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response of the damping plate from the wave input could cause the response of the spar to change dramatically.

Most of this change occurred as the acceleration of water particles created a moment on the plate causing the

horizontal displacement. When this happened the buoy was caused to pitch. The only component compensating

for the pitch was the follower.

The next uncoupled tests were performed to verify the necessity of the damping plate and its appropriate depth.

Four tests were conducted with the period of 1.3seconds. The buoy response is shown in Figure 28.

The Uncoupled 8 Undamped Wave Test  T=t 3s!
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Tests without the damping plate showed that the damping plate was not only vital for the intended damping affect

but also for stabilizing the buoy. By adding the damping plate the center of gravity of the spar shifted down by

66mm. The test proved that the buoy was unstable without the damping plate, even to the point where the OPIE

system was unable to track the spar in the video, as shown in Figure 28.
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By locating the damping plate at three different depths the buoys stability could be examined. The horizontal

displacement significantly decreased as the plate was further from the surface. This is associated with the decay in

The Coupled Wave Test tT=1 3s!The Coupled Wave Test  T=t 3s!
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water particle acceleration as the depth increases. The pitching decreased due to the decrease in moment at the

base of the damping plate support. As the wave passed, the front side of the plate was accelerated in the

downward direction while the backside was accelerated in the upward direction. This can be viewed as the

elliptical plots shown in Figures 26 and 27. The horizontal motion was decreased to +6cm, with the damping plate

at a depth of 1.3m. Refer to Appendix for additional plots with different wave periods.
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The dynamic response of the uncoupled buoy yielded very promising data. The spar buoy's displacement at a

period of 1.3seconds  which is where the largest vertical displacement was recorded! was +100mm. This small

displacement can be attributed to the pitching motion of the buoy. Since the OPIE system can only track vertical

and horizontal data for a selected point the axial pitching motion was included in the recorded values. Even

though the axis of the spars pitching was moving less then that recorded, the OPIE system couldn't differentiate

between the arcs produced by the top of the spar. Ideally, tracking the axis of the pitching would be more accurate;

however the water line and other components interfere with the tracking system. The uncoupled follower yielded

a sinusoidal wave that matched the amplitude of the wave input. Considering the error in the wave tracker and the

losses attributed to the spar, the uncoupled test yielded a relative displacement of 8.4cm, which is 96% of the total

capable wave displacement.
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Coupled Testing

The second major series of buoy tests were designed to determine how the buoy would function when coupling

forces were introduced. All of the coupled tests were performed with the 1.3m damping plate depth. A hydraulic

ram was used to couple two buoys and served as the major component involved in generating significant losses in

the system. Not only does this have frictional components, the viscous damping involved also decreased the

displacement of the follower and increased the displacement of the spar. The intent of these tests was to observe

how coupling force will affect the relative displacement between spar and follower. Figure 29 shows the

experimental dynamic response of the buoy system.
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The coupling caused a phase shift, or delay in the response of the buoy relative to the wave input. This actual

phase shift can be compared to the theoretical response provided in Figure 23. These delays were not considered

to be negative effects rather a transfer of energy to the power system. Even though this test showed the

measurement of the dynamic response of the buoy, it only provided an efficiency of the relative displacement

relative to the wave input. The response at a period of 1.3seconds provided a relative displacement of 3.2cm,

which is 42.7% of the total capable wave displacement.

The addition of hydraulic ram altered dynamic response of the spar displacement. One case where this might be of

a concern is during a random sea state. Overall, the theoretical dynamic response was relative to the model tests.
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From this model testing an estimated power output was measured at a period of 1.3seconds. From this the power

generated was found using the wave energy theory. The power output was determined to be 2.35W, which is

reasonable for the size model. The estimation of the power output must be compared to the measurement taken

through the power system. The power system can be tested in relation to the dynamic response of the model test.

This will allow for more accurate test data when the hydraulic ram is driven by an external system during a dry

land test.
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The response of the vertical versus horizontal displacement followed the same relative trend providing a clean

elliptical response to the wave input. Although the expectation was that the largest displacement of the spar would

occur at the spars resonance frequency, it was disapproved as the coupling force altered the overall dynamic

response. As the period increased the buoy was allowed to move in two connected elliptical paths. This path

resembled a pattern seen in Figures 29 and 30.
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Conclusion

From a prospective of progression on the Ocean Wave Energy Team, the team started out with the ambitious goal

of getting the system launched in the UNH Open Ocean Aquaculture Site. Testing and scaling were done with

respect to the final prototype. The mechanical gearing power system from the previous year's work was decided

to be a potential source of high losses, and was not considered in this design. Instead, the chosen fluid system is

preferred. A dampening plate was also added to the spar system in order to over damp the spar and keep it

stationary as the follower motioned in respect to it.

Small scale testing of a scaled prototype needed to be done to better understand the system. With final testing of

the small scale buoy coupled with an air ram, a power estimate of our system was calculated. Problems with the

wave tank and organizational problems setting up wave testing times caused delays. With the design changes and

modifications that were made, a decision to scale back the goals of the project was made to ensure that what could

be done was accomplished correctly and completely.

The internal system of the buoy was mocked up and completed; testing is needed to provide data on the losses of

the system.
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Future Work and Recommendations

The priority of any future teams looking to further the Wave Power Generation Project at the University of New

Hampshire should be to complete the prototype created this year. The majority of the necessary components have

been purchased or obtained and are ready to be assembled. Upon assembly the open ocean test can be completed,

and will provide the team with very useful performance data. Currently, the prototype is designed to be placed in

the ocean for short periods of time to collect data. With this in mind it would be beneficial to make modifications

such that the buoy can be deployed in the ocean for long periods of time. A potential modification of the buoy is

replacing the steel in the frame with stainless steel so that it will withstand the ocean environment. In addition to

this, the structure could be reinforced so that it will hold up to the rigorous induced stresses created as the

follower moves with respect to the spar. The refinement of the structural aspects of the buoy it would be

important to have means by which to monitor the performance of the buoy both internally and externally. This

would be accomplished by introducing sensors and other monitoring equipment that could be monitored by either

a computer on site or transmitted via radio band waves.

If the buoy is retro fitted for long test periods a power storage medium would need to be incorporated so that the

energy generated is not wasted. Power storage can be accomplished in multiple ways, the simplest of which

would be a battery, but using a battery was not the initial intension of this year's team. When the year began it

was intended that two projects related to ocean wave energy be formed, one to design and refine a large scale

prototype buoy and the other to research the used of the generated power to run a hydrogen electrolyses process

which would be used in the production and storage of hydrogen from the ocean water. The hydrogen was then to

be stored and used in the production of fuel cells or to supplement the diesel powered generator that is used to

operation the open ocean aquaculture owned and operated by UNH.

It is assumed that once the current prototype is rigorously tested that refinements to the internal power generation

system can be optimized improving the efficiency of the buoy. To accomplish all the data collection at the site,

data must be stored and relayed to a monitoring station. This provided more accessible data collection rather than

making a trip out to the buoy to collect information relative to location and power output. Since the overall results

have yet to be obtained it is not known where these refinements will be.
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Accumulator Experiment Flow Coefficient Calculations

The flow coefficients of the valve at two different settings are to be measured in order to

correlate results for simulink. The characteristic equation for this is ' "' ' = c�where c,
pressuredrop

is the flow coefficient.To calculate this, the data of trials 3 and 9 were used  see figures!.

Closed Cv Measurement

2.00

1.00

Time {s!

solid line: experimental data
dotted line: approximated area used for the following data

Closed Open
Prnax .� 2.63psimax9.

time>.� 1.76s

Pressure Prnax .� 3.51psimax3.

Time
 one stroke!

Displaced
Volume

time>.� 2.36s

disp:= 0.3125L disp9.� 0.3125L

d Is p
flowrate3.�

time>

dl s p
flowrate9.�

time>
Flowrate

Flow flowrate3
COeffiCientS v3 p

max3

flowrate9
C

9 p max9

these values were used for
simulation

o/o of Trial 9 o/o of Trial 3

Cv3
= 64.6 %

Cv9

Cv9
= 154.9 %

Cv3
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1.50

1,00

I

ii

-1.00



Properties were matched to the conditions of the experimental setup. In this case, the working fluid is water.

To Wo&paoe2

To tNo&paoe

Fluid Equations

The computer model was created by using some basic fluid equations in addition to measured values.

Power = Flow * Pressure

APPENDIX 4
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Accumulator Simulation Simulink Model

Force
Pressure =

Area

6
Flow = Area* �  Piston Position!6't

Flow
Valve Flow Coefficient =

Pressure

Pressure Volume = mass Gas Constant Temperature
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Drag Plate Modeling

The experiments for the damping plate provided a change in response of the spar buoy due to the verified

damping coefficients. This would allow the added damping force, attributed to the damping plate, to be found.

The test constructed is intended to determine the wave induced drag and the inertial drag on the plate component

being used.

The tests were performed at scale used for the prototype was 1:4.6. This scale provided an accurate result in the

wave tank when measuring response to displacement or wave excitation. However, when considering a

submerged body affected by particle velocities this scale is not small enough in relation to the depth of the wave

tank. The proper scale to obtain accurate results is approximately 1:20. This allows for accurate elliptical particle

velocities and accelerations to maintain as the propagating wave train passes the buoy. The issue with scaling the

prototype to this size is that the buoy would be too small to obtain accurate results in the wave tank. The

components relative to viscous and frictional forces would not be comparable to the actual size buoy.

Wave induced dra force E uations: Inertial dra force e uation:

Q:= p C; V; exp k z;!
4

c:= � pC "S X coDi i c

2I;:= � Q H co cos  co t!

u:= � H m exp  � k z!sin m t!
G;:=c;0

APPENDIX 5

The modeled buoy response uses a reasonably estimated value for the damping coefficient of the plate. This value

can be manipulated to quantify the forces on the plate to optimize the damping of the spar. Following the

definition of a component depth a plate size can be determined though the analysis of the added mass coefficient

of the submerged body. The drag coefficients for a plate component, submerged in water, are CD; =1.12 and

C � � 1.85.
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From the drag force equations the forces on the plate can be modeled. These plots are shown in Figures 35-37.

The Wave Induced Drag F ~ rce [Tm! 3s]
04

03

02

01

0

01

-0 2

03

-0 40

The Inertial Drag F ~ rce  T=I 3s!
40

30

20

10

-10

-20

-30

The Ihiave Induced 5 Inertial Ores Forces IT=I 3s!
40

30

20

10

-10

20

30

-40 ~ 9 10
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-40
0

K
0

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 10
Time [s]

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 10
Time [s]

I 2 3 4 5 5 7
Time 1st
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Virtual Mass and Damping Coefficient Derivation

A typical logarithmic decrement method was employed to obtain these two parameters, as shown below:

Using the following equations the damping coefficient and the virtual mass for both buoys were determined:

6 = log ' = n*Td  Simplified log decrement method!

 Natural period of heave!

 Virtual mass of the buoy!

mz mu mpry

b = 2 *n*mu

APPENDIX 7

Pw*9*Abuoy
mv- p2

 The added mass of water!

 Damping coefficient of the spar!
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Buoy Simulated Model

Scope

Ocean Wave
1/mv fol x fol

To Workspace
Gain Integrator Integrator 1

FOLLOWER

b fol

Gain 1c fol

Gain 2
oc To Works pace1Scope 2

x relative
Coupling Force

Add To Workspace 3Scope 3

Scope 1

Ocean Wave 1
1/mv spar x spar

To Workspace 2
Gain 3 Integrator 2 Integrator 3

SPAR

b spar

Gain 6

b plate

Gain 4Add 1

c spar

Gain 5

Still Water To Workspace4

All constant parameters, such as the virtual masses and the damping coefficients of both spar and follower were

experimentally determined using a simple drop down test in the wave tank.

APPENDIX 8
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Summer
Follower

Summer
Spar

1
s

1
s

1
s

1
s

xdot spar

To Workspace 5
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The Coupling Force term represents the forces two buoys exert on each other  i.e. internal forces needed to turn

the generator, friction forces, etc.!. This force will have to be modeled more accurately in the future once it is

possible to determine the coupling force as a function of relative displacement. For now, the coupling force has

been modeled as a sinusoidal input of the same frequency as the wave and with the phase shift of 90 degrees so

that it is active only when two buoys are in motion.

APPENDIX 9

The Ocean 8'ave and the Ocean 8'ave 1 represent the sinusoidal force input on the follower and on the spar

respectively that is caused by the waves. Even though the frequency of the wave are the same in both cases, the

force amplitude Fo and phase shift cr are different for the follower and for the spar following the equations �! and
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Coupled Buoy Graphs

The Coupled Wave Test  T=l 2s! The Coupled Wave Test  T=l 4s!
01 0 08

0 08 0 06

0 06
0 04

0 04
8

0 02
8

-0 02

-0 04-0 04

-0 060 06

0 080 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Time [s[

-0 080

The Coupled Wave Test  T=t 5s!
~ 08

~ 06

~ 04

- ~ 04

~ 06

~ 08 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ~ 9 10
Time [s[
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~ 02

8 6 ~
mm ~ 02

0 026

a 002

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Time [s[
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Coupled Displacement Graph

The Coupled Wave Test IT=1 ds! The Coupled Wave Test IT=! 5s!
0 08 ~ 08

0 06 ~ 06

0 04
~ 04

~ 02
-0 04

~ 040 06

0 08~ 08

APPENDIx 11

0 02

6 0

0 02

~ 06 ~ 04 ~ 02 0 0 02 0 04 0 06 0 08
X Displacement[m!

6
~ 02

0m

~ 06 0 1 ~ 08 0 06 ~ 04 ~ 02 0 ~ 02 ~ 04 ~ 06 0 08 0 1
X Displacement[m!
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Uncoupled Buoy Graph

The Coupled Wave Test  T=l 4s!
0 08

0 06

0 04

6 0 02
F

0
co

0 02

-0 04

-0 060

Uncoupled Displacement Graph

The Coupled Wave Test  T=l 4s!The Coupled Wave Test  T=l 2s! 0 080 06

0 060 04

0 04
0 02

E
0 02

0co
0 02

0 02

0 04 0 04

0 060 08 0 06 0 04 0 02 OI 0 02 0 04 0 06 0 08
X Displacement[m[
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E

co

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Time [s[

0 060 08 0 06 0 04 0 02 ~ 0 02 0 04 0 06 0 08
X Displacement [m[
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The Uncoupled 4* Undamped Wave Test lT=1 3s!
0 08

0 08

0 04

0 02

-0 04

0 05

0 08

01~ 2
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0

0 02
co

0 15 ~ 1 0 05 ~ 0 05 0 1 0 15 0 2
X Oisplacement !m!
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Bill of Materials

Buoy

I Part I Sunnlier I P/N I Quantity ; 'Priceii»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»%»»»»>Pa»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»>%»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»%»»»»»»»»»»>4>x»x»»»»»»»»»>4

I 1S" Pipe  per foot!

1S" Butt Cap NON01065946 R 1 652.00EJ Prescott

I 18" Flange Adaytor : :EJ Prescott !, NON01065947 I, 1

: ;NON01065948, 1 85.00: ;1S" Backing Ring EJ Prescott

%'elding Supply I 10I'-/CYLA

; 'Pump, Hydraulic Gear I Grainger , '4F668 206.75

I Cylinder, hyd, 3 In Bore x 36 In Stroke I Grainier : :5PP05 1; :436.00:;» 4. 5

: ;Motor Adaptor

; "Thermoplastic SAE NOR7 Hydraulic

, ::Pump-to-NEMA-C-Face Motor Adaptor I McMaster Carr
I for SAE-A Trade Size Hydraulic Pump,
: ;4.25" Depth

62905 K43 35.91

; "DC Motor NEMA 56 C-Face W/Base, 12; :McMaster Carr, 59835K74

; VBCt /~hp, 1800rpm

I Flexible Spider Shaft Coupling Hub '/4" ; 'McMaster Carr 6408K149
I Bore, 2-7/64" OD, w' Keyway

6.39

l Buna-N Spider for 2-7/64" OD Flexible; :McMaster Carr ; '6408K75
: :Spider Shaft Coupling Hub

I Standard Hydraulic Oil ISO Grade 32,. ,:McMaster Carr' ,»1016K12
: SAE Grade 10W, 5 Gallon

59.34

" Thermoplastic SAE 186R7 Hydraulic

APPENDIx 14

; "16LB COZ Aluminum Cylinder
, :" CGA326!

! Hose wj Female Fittings, 2'L, ~/~" ID, 1259
PSI

! Hose w/ Female Fittings,4'L, 'r~" ID, 1250
; "PSI

EJPrescott i 22342 2 042210 I 10; :515.00 i

McMaster Carr I 62905K43 I 1: ;35.91
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McMaster Carr R 5201K578 77.25

Brass NSF Spring-Loaded Piston Check; :McMaster Carr I 8517T14
Valve High-Pressure, Buna-N Seat, '/4"
NPT Female

9.65

" Compact Kxtreme-Pressure Steel Thrd, ::McMaster Carr , .50925K194

m Med-Pressure Extruded Brass Thrd Pipe m McMaster Carr 50785K76
; 'Fitting'/4" Pipe Size, Tee

10.34

I Med-Pressure Extruded Brass Thrd Pipe I McMaster Carr I 50785K155
; "Fitting '/4" Pipe Size, Fully Threaded
i Nipple 1-5/16" L

: ;1-1/4x6' Angl

. "Flat Plate ; :Home Be ot '; 030699443406 ':, 4 10,94 ';

: ;.3/SHXNT16XAL Home Depot I 030699302482 4; 060

; "3/SX1HEXBOLT Home Depot; AJE

Gasket m Home Depot ; '037155008766 1 m 399

" SS Clamp Home Depot

Mill Metals R A2214m ANGLE HR 2X2X1/4 6 I 43.00

! ANGLE HR IXIXI/O : :Mill Metals I A1114 2: ;31.50:;

APPENDIx 15

m Thermoplastic SAE 100R7 Hydraulic
; :Hose w/ Female Fittings, 6'L, '/4" ID, 1250:;
I PSI

: 'Thermoplastic SAE 100R7 Hydraulic
" ;,Hose w/ Female Fittings, 10'L, '/4" ID,
, ":1250 PSI

I Fitting3/4" Pipe, Female Male Female
l Tee, 3006 PSI

Home Depot R 030699420704 R 2 m 14.95
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Scaled Model

I 4X2 PVC Pipe 611942112760 5.74Home Depot

" ;1/ZXl ZGLNIPL ' ";019442151393; :Home Depot

I 1/X30GP/CPIP 019442609306 7.58Home Depot

I I/ZXIIi NIPPL " 019442609207 " 1 " 5 45; :Home Depot

DYNAWHT5.5 070798185851 3.48I Home Depot

a 078864177329" 1/2X520 Tape Home Dey9t

019442146757 1.40: ;Home Depot3/4/2 BUSHIN

l 1/ZFLRFLNGBK HOInc DcIMt l 019442147143 " 2 l 2 88

.093-SX10LX 726941131015 3.75Home Depot

! 038753307565" ;PURPL PRIMER : ;Home Depot

I 038753310138 m 1 I 3.76PVC CEMENT Home Depot

. ";CASTER a 039003095560Home Depot

GRT STF BIG ; :074985004605 4.96m Home Depot

" ;076174600209! ZPC S-DRIVKR Home Depot

Home Depot 078575173658 1.30I SS CLAMP

I RUBBER STOPP ; :030699161485; :Home Depot

030699419500 m 1 I 4.98ANGLE GAUGE Home Depot

; "SQUARK TUBK , :;030699406005; :Home Depot

! PLASTBAGGDS I Home Depot 030699278817 0.98

I 030699361984! METRIC NUT Home Dey9t

, 030699362080 I 1 m 0.50; :METRIC NUT : ;Home Depot

APPENDIx 16

I Part ; :Supplier m P/N Quantity m PriceX%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%ix%%%%xPxP%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%X%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iX%%%%%%%%%%xx4%%%X%%%%%%%%%%xi

: "PVC Cap I Home Depot " 012871628443 : "2 " 7.35
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I 3/32X1CTRPNX , ::030699163182; :Home Depot

: ;,MTSCKTCP5X30

" ;WASHER

THRDED ROD I Home Depot; :030699170203 m 1 I 1.24

. ;'Aubuchon Hardware " ,"079340324275: :1 , ""7 29" ;,EPOXY CrEL SYRINGE

: ;Aubuehon Hardware I 000025 I 12 I 0.16

i Aubuehon Hardware l 026438542370 i 1 l 3 49

m MIDWEST FASTENERS

I eLUX~IN1,3tl STICKS

A.C. Moore 04650103300 19.99: ;WONDER CUTTER PLUS

a 04650103730

; :442101911326 m 1: ;28.80

I 42582l 1" 3PACK SAFE REL,

a PAINTER'S TAPE

Lowe'sI VALSPAR PLASTIC PAINT 282391 4.97

i  Blue!

a YALSPAR PLASTIC PAINT: ;Lowe's i 282385 1 " 497
i I'Black!

Lowe'sVALSPAR PLASTIC PAINT

 Yellow!
282393 4.97

" ;26719, ;:211 ox, Pro Bright galvanized Paint I Lowe's

APPENDIx 17
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m Home Depot

I Home Depot

l 12X1|lX1,5' WHITE BLOCK, :A.C. Moore+

PARKFLRPUMP m EMS

m 030699826285 : 4 m 0.66

i 030699318780 " 1 i 0 73


